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**Name:** Kieran  
**Date:**

### My schoolwork accommodations
- Seating at the front of the class
- Graph paper to line up math problems
- Multiplication table and math facts chart
- Repetition and explanation of directions when needed
- Pre-printed classroom notes from teachers

### My test accommodations
- Extended time (25% more)
- Quiet testing room with small group setting
- Multiplication table and math facts chart

### My school services
- Occupational therapy every Wednesday
- Math one-on-one help on Tuesdays and Thursdays during study hall

### My goals
- Improve mental math skills
- Get better at knowing when to ask for help
- Join Model UN and help plan student summit

### Strengths to help me with my goals
- I love to learn. I’m seen as a leader and good friend by others. I know how I learn best (like by doing the same math problem a few times until it “clicks”).
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